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Two new tenants sign leases
A&R Fab Coating

A&R Fab Coating will be
gearing up at the Great Plains
Industrial Park, southeast of
Parsons, becoming the third
private company at the park.
Roxie and Allen Baker, owners of A&R Custom Forms
and Fabrication, saw a powder
coating operation as an excellent companion company with
their other ventures and
formed the company with
partners Walter Allen, Jesse
Daniels and Larry Steeby.
The Bakers original company was established in rural
Parsons, fabricating forms for
lawn crypts, feed bunks and
parking blocks, as well as fabricating small parts and storm
shelter assemblies. Since
forming the original company
the business has continued to
grow, which in turn created a
need for more room. In July
2014, the Bakers opened a
second location to allow for
growth of both the manufacturing business and the vacuum tank operation. Now, with
new partners, the A&R name
will be on a powder coating
operation at Great Plains.
Daniel Mann, CEO of Great
Plains, said the company will
occupy the former 14,000 sq.
ft. machine shop of what was
the former Kansas Army Ammunition Plant. “While the
company is starting out small,
we’re really excited about
welcoming A&R to the industrial park, and I look forward
to helping Allen and his team
grow even further.”
Baker said, “I’m excited
about being at Great Plains
where there is a lot of oppor-

Allen Baker and Larry Steeby take a break during A&R’s remodeling.

tunity to expand. It’s really
great to be a part of this exciting new location.” For more
information about the new
company and its anticipated
capabilities contact Larry
Steeby at 620-423-0401.

Nickell Seed
& Agronomy

A start-up operation of seed
storage has chosen Great
Plains Industrial Park as its
location, according to Nickell
Seed and Agronomy Service’s
founder Kaleb Nickell. The
seed storage will be a certified
Pioneer seed location for
Southeast Kansas.
Nickell previously worked
as a crop consultant and in

www.greatplainsindustrialpark.com

seed sales for Ag Choice, and
recently became a sales representative for Pioneer. He
signed a lease
with
Great
Plains for a
4,080 sq. ft.
building
at
1886 22500
Rd,
also
known as Building 201 at the
former Kansas Army Ammunition Plant.
Great Plains CEO Daniel
Mann made the announcement
with Nickell, and welcomed
him to the site as the second
new private tenant to sign a
lease at the fledgling industrial
park. “We are really excited to
have Kaleb join us at the park.
It always takes a while to get
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the ball moving on a project of
our size, and Kaleb is helping
us do that by choosing this as
his new location.”
Nickell is pleased with his
start-up as well and hosted a
well-attended open house to
acquaint area farmers with his
location. While Great Plains is
a gated industrial park, it does
accommodate special events
for tenants and will be able to
accommodate tenant customers and visitors.
Nickell is a native of Yates
Center and obtained an undergraduate degree from Pittsburg State University in biology and a graduate degree in
plant physiology. Nickell can
be reached by phone at 620496-5482.

Property looking good!
Kansas has experienced an unusually
wet year and that makes keeping up with
the 7,000 acres of Great Plains Industrial
Park that’s owned by the Authority an
even greater challenge.
Property manager Tim Peoples and his
crew are up to the challenge though, as
evidenced in a number of ways. Even
long-time employees of the property’s
former contract operator provide compliments about how much better the former
ammunition plant looks than it has for
years. Roadsides are mowed and the everchallenging Kansas brush is being cleared
from fence lines and from around buildings.
A partnership with the Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism,
which owns 4,000 acres inside the industrial park’s perimeter, has also proved
most beneficial as overgrown pastures are
being cleared of hedge trees and brambles.
Grand Osage Wildlife Area biologist
and manager Rob Riggin first proposed
the partnership, which provides for land
and lease management services in exchange for a portion of the ag lease revenue and the state’s use of all non-leased
property for hunting.
The partnership has been a win-win for
both parties, with Wildlife and Parks now
having access to nearly 11,000 acres for
hunting, and Great Plains seeing increased ag lease revenues from improved
properties.
Still just two years into the ownership
of such a large property, CEO Daniel

Mann is quite pleased with the transitioning look from closed military site to industrial park. “I am really impressed with
the improved appearance of the park in
the time I’ve been here,” the professional
economic developer remarked.

www.greatplainsindustrialpark.com
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“When I arrived two years ago I had
this image in my head of what we should
look like, and today I’m seeing that image
with my eyes. I’m really pleased with our
very hard working staff, as well as our
great relationship with KDWPT.”
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Quad-camera marketing
Marketing a property as large as Great
Plains Industrial Park’s 14,000 acres presents challenges to help people understand the true scope of opportunities at the
site. That process got better this year
when Great Plains struck a deal with Jim
Captain.
A professional videographer, Captain’s
resume even includes aerial filming of
parachuting acrobatic teams. Wanting to
move into the drone camera world he saw
his biggest challenge as having airspace
in which to fly and practice.
Knowing that Great Plains was looking
for aerial footage of its property, Captain
proposed a deal to staff where he could
practice flying on the Great Plains property, and in return provide the Authority
with footage it could use.
The partnership has been a success for
both parties and Great Plains’ CEO Daniel Mann recently
used extensive footage of rail in a presentation to the Kansas
Department of Transportation, where it

was a finalist for selection of a transload
facility.
“The video Jim created for us could not
have been better,” Mann said. “He was
able to fly low enough to display buildings along the rail and
give incredible visual
appeal to what would
otherwise have been
just another rail line. I
really look forward to
using a lot more of
Jim’s work as we roll
out our new web site.”
As for Captain, he
has gained the trust of
staff and tenants and is
allowed to fly whenever his time and the
weather allow. He has
also been experiment-

ing with flying the camera inside buildings to provide an actual tour. Captain’s
video can be found on the Great Plains
website:
www.greatplainsindustrialpark.com.

Top: Snapshot of rail lines clipped from video.
Left: Videographer Jim Captain operates his quad-camera, which can be
seen in the center photo) through an iPad mounted to hand-held hardware.
Bottom: CEO Daniel Mann uses Captain’s video in his presentation for
KDOT’s transload project selection process. Using camera footage from
its flight along the track emphasized the opportunities of having 27 miles
on on-site rail at the industrial park.

www.greatplainsindustrialpark.com
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New website rolls out
In the economic development world it is
said that 90 percent of the decision for a
company to locate in a particular place is
made before there is ever a contact with
the site.
The Internet provides an unpreceded
opportunity for site selectors and company
executives to check out people, labor statistics, communities and available properties without them ever knowing it’s being
done. With that in mind, Great Plains has
rolled out its new website, with a focus of
providing that information in one great
package.
“While our previous website was fine,”
said CEO Daniel Mann, “it was directed

mostly to the community to keep it informed about the transfer of the property
from the Army, following the BRAC announcement. Today we own the property,
have new tenants and want to talk to the
world about what we have to offer.”
“We do respect the proud past of the
Kansas Army Ammunition Plant, but
Great Plains is here with a goal of recapturing the jobs that provided great livings
for thousands of families in Southeast
Kansas over the decades. Our website with
its new focus will help us do that.”
The Great Plains website can be found at
www.greatplainsindustrialpark.com.
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The Great Plains Development Authority is a quasi-municipality under Labette County and charged with
the redevelopment of the former Kansas Army Ammunition Plant, Parsons, Kansas.

